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IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT  
FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELAWARE 

In re: 
 
DRAW ANOTHER CIRCLE, LLC, et al.,1  
 
   Debtors. 
______________________________________ 

CURTIS R. SMITH, LIQUIDATING 
TRUSTEE, 

   Plaintiff, 

  v. 

JOEL WEINSHANKER AND ALAN VAN 
ONGEVALLE 
   Defendants. 
______________________________________ 
 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Chapter 11 

Case No. 16-11452 (JTD) 

(Jointly Administered) 

Related to D.I. 1799, 1825 
 
 

 
Adv. Case No. 17-51041 (JTD) 
 
Related to D.I. 79 

RESPONSE TO LIQUIDATING TRUSTEE’S MOTION FOR ENTRY OF ORDER 
(A) APPROVING SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT AND (B) FOR THE RELATED 

DISTRIBUTION OF PROCEEDS 

Goldstein & McClintock LLLP (“G&M”) hereby submits this response (this “Response”) 

to the Liquidating Trustee’s Motion for Entry of Order (A) Approving Settlement Agreement and 

(B) for the Related Distribution of Proceeds [Docket No. 1825; Adv. Docket No. 79] (the 

“Settlement Motion”),2 and in support, states as follows: 

1. G&M does not object to the relief requested in the Settlement Motion. However, as 

both the Settlement Motion and a previously-filed motion in the above-captioned bankruptcy cases 

 
1  The subject debtors and the last four digits of their respective federal taxpayer identification 
numbers are as follows: Draw Another Circle, LLC (2102); Hastings Entertainment, Inc. (6375); 
MovieStop, LLC (9645); SP Images, Inc. (7773); and Hastings Internet, Inc. (0809). Under the 
confirmed plan, all of the subject debtors’ bankruptcy cases aside from Draw Another Circle, LLC 
have been closed. Docket No. 1076, Article VIII, Section A.  
2  All citations to filings in the main bankruptcy cases are referred herein as “Docket No. __.”  All 
citations to filings in the above-captioned adversary case are referred herein as “Adv. Docket No. 
__.” 
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attempt to impugn G&M’s ethical integrity, G&M files this Response simply to clarify the record 

in this matter. 

2. The Settlement Motion alleges as follows: 

While the Trust/Trustee did agree to the terms of the Substitution Notice, they did 
so with a proverbial gun to their head as [G&M] was refusing to release the files 
related to the Adversary Proceeding, which unnecessarily delayed the litigation for 
approximately three months. 

Settlement Motion, at ¶ 38. 

3. Similar allegations were made in the Liquidating Trustee’s Motion for Substitution 

of Counsel and Turnover of Documents [Docket No. 1799] (the “Turnover Motion”), which 

provides as follows: 

To this end, by letter dated February 27, 2020, the Liquidating Trust expressed its 
desire and intention to continue to be represented by Messrs. Fawkes and Jackiw in 
the Litigation and to transfer the Litigation to [Tucker Ellis, “TE”]. By the February 
27, 2020 letter, the Trust further expressed its desire to continue to be represented 
by G&M only in connection with its local counsel representation. The Trust 
requested that G&M transfer to TE all records, files, documents and materials 
(including electronic e-mails and files) in the possession of G&M relating to the 
Litigation (the “Litigation Records”). 

*** 

The Trust does take issue, however, with G&M’s refusal to execute a substitution 
of attorney and turnover the Litigation Records, both of which impede the Trust’s 
ability to pursue the Litigation and achieve any recovery from which G&M would 
ultimately be paid. 

*** 

Despite the Trust’s clearly stated intentions, G&M has refused to submit a 
substitution of counsel as is required in this jurisdiction pursuant to Local Rule 
9010-2 (requiring a substitution of counsel document signed by the original 
attorney and the substituted attorney to be filed if a party wishes to substitute 
attorneys) and has refused to turn over the Litigation Records in its possession to 
the Trust and TE. 

*** 

G&M rather wishes to resolve its entitlement to the Contingency Fee provided 
under the Engagement Letter — which is contingent on the outcome achieved by 
G&M in the Litigation and has not yet been earned – before it will agree to effect 
the substitution of counsel and transfer the Litigation Records to TE. 
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Turnover Motion, at ¶¶ 13, 17, 19, 20. 

4. Written e-mail correspondence with the Trust’s (as defined in the Motion) counsel 

directly contravenes these allegations. 

5. Contrary to the allegations listed above in the Motion and the Turnover Motion, 

communications with Thomas Fawkes and Brian Jackiw (the two attorneys in question who 

departed from G&M and joined Tucker Ellis LLLP (“Tucker”)), and subsequently with 

Lowenstein Sandler LLP (“Lowenstein”), the Trust’s lead counsel, were as follows: 

 On February 27, 2020, while still at G&M, Mr. Fawkes sent a proposed file transfer letter 
to the Trustee (carbon-copying only Mr. Jackiw and Lowenstein). Matt McClintock 
(G&M’s managing partner) has searched his e-mails, and G&M has searched its files, and 
they were unable to locate any executed version of the file transfer letter in G&M’s records. 

 Remaining e-mails G&M has been able to locate between February 27, 2020 and April 20, 
2020 (approximately two months later) were with Mr. Fawkes wherein Mr. Fawkes 
attempted to negotiate down G&M’s contingency fee contained in G&M’s engagement 
letter (so that his new firm could receive the bulk of the compensation in this matter), as 
well as Mr. Fawkes’s own compensation from G&M. 

 Mr. Fawkes had represented to G&M that the Trustee would not agree to the engagement 
and substitution of his current law firm unless and until G&M agreed to reduce the 
contingency fee outlined in G&M’s engagement letter (as reflected in e-mail 
correspondence from G&M to Lowenstein on April 23, 2020). 

 Because G&M was concerned about missing any upcoming deadlines and was informed 
by Mr. Fawkes that the Trustee would not agree to the engagement and substitution of his 
current law firm unless and until G&M agreed to reduce the contingency fee, on April 20, 
2020, G&M sent correspondence to both the Trustee and Lowenstein in an attempt to force 
the issue of which firm would be counsel in this matter going-forward. 

 On April 23, 2020, Lowenstein, for the first time G&M is aware of, indicated via e-mail to 
G&M that the Trustee desired that Tucker replace G&M as lead counsel in this litigation 
in question. 

 That same day (on April 23, 2020), G&M agreed to such substitution of counsel, stating: 
“I expect that your firm will be filing a motion for substitution of counsel in the litigation.” 

 Subsequent to April 23, 2020, Mr. Fawkes continued to attempt to negotiate a split of the 
contingency fee favorable to his new firm, to the detriment of G&M. 
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 G&M kept Lowenstein apprised via e-mail regarding the progress of G&M discussions 
with Mr. Fawkes. For example, on June 1, 2020, G&M e-mailed Lowenstein that Mr. 
Fawkes “has not got to me since I last emailed you”, and on June 22, 2020, “Haven’t heard 
a peep from Tom [Fawkes] since this last exchange”, which Lowenstein replied to that 
same day as follows: “Sadly aware.” 

 Instead of a substitution of counsel that G&M could execute, G&M was presented with 
more agreements regarding the fees (but no substitution of counsel form), and G&M was 
instead served (with no warning) on July 10, 2020 with the Turnover Motion seeking an 
order of this Court directing turnover of documents and substitution of counsel (almost 
three months after G&M indicated its willing to execute the substitution of counsel 
paperwork), despite G&M informing Lowenstein it agreed to this months earlier. 

 Indeed, while the Trust retained Delaware counsel to file the Motion, the Turnover Motion 
(which was filed in 2020) appears to have been filed without Delaware counsel in 
contravention of this Court’s local rules, as demonstrated by its signature block only listing 
Lowenstein attorneys admitted on a pro hac vice basis. See Local Rule 9010-1(c) (“Unless 
otherwise ordered, an attorney not admitted to practice by the District Court and the 
Supreme Court of the State of Delaware may not be admitted pro hac vice unless associated 
with an attorney who is a member of the Bar of the District Court and who maintains an 
office in the District of Delaware for the regular transaction of business…. Consistent with 
CM/ECF Procedures, Delaware counsel shall be the registered users of CM/ECF and shall 
be required to file all papers.”). 

 G&M immediately agreed to the relief in the Turnover Motion, as reflected in the docket 
of this case. 

 The first time any executed file transfer letter that G&M has been able to locate regarding 
this matter was sent to G&M was October 27, 2021 via e-mail from Tucker (two days prior 
to the hearing on this matter), dated as of February 27, 2020 (Lowenstein previously 
refused to provide a copy of such file transfer letter, stating that it needed “client 
permission”). Despite repeated requests to both to Tucker & Lowenstein, both firms refuse 
to inform G&M as to whom it was purportedly delivered (or produce any e-mail reflecting 
that it was delivered to G&M). 

6. Accordingly, there are only two conclusions that be drawn from the refusal of Mr. 

Fawkes, Tucker, and Lowenstein to send either a copy of the executed file transfer letter to G&M 

(or, for that matter, a substitution of counsel stipulation) -- they either never actually sent it to 

G&M in the first place, or, in the event that it was sent to G&M and misplaced, that multiple 

subsequent requests by G&M for it went unanswered by those parties because they were 

strategically withholding it from G&M. 
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7. There is a certain irony to the Trust’s professionals filed pleadings blaming G&M 

for delay when any such delay, based on the circumstances set forth in the timeline above, instead 

appears to be the result of opportunistic attempts at self-dealing (in breach of fiduciary duty). 

Notably, “bad faith, willful misconduct, reckless disregard of duty,… gross negligence, fraud, or 

self-dealing” of the Trust’s professionals would violate the Liquidating Trust Agreement 

governing the Trust. 

8. The timing of this matter is not of G&M’s creation. Nor does there appear to be any 

truth to the allegation that the term in the Settlement Agreement regarding the fee escrow is 

material to the agreement with this adversary proceeding’s director/officer defendants’ (the 

“Defendants’”) insurance carrier. The economic terms of the settlement agreement were reached 

over three months ago (in July), with no such term included. Subsequent to that, on five separate 

occasions (from September 17, 2021 through October 4, 2021), G&M requested in writing that 

Tucker provide a copy of the draft or final settlement agreement with the Defendants, so as to 

move forward discussions regarding the fees in question. In addition, on September 24, 2021, in 

response to Lowenstein’s e-mail inquiry, Lowenstein was informed that the request to see the 

settlement agreement in writing was holding up the fee discussions. Not only did neither Tucker 

nor Lowenstein provide the settlement agreement, but Mr. Fawkes informed G&M on a telephone 

conversation on October 16, 2021 that both Lowenstein and Tucker conspired to include that 

provision after the settlement in principal was negotiated between the Trustee and the Defendants’ 

insurance carrier in the adversary proceeding in question and approved by both the Trust and the 

members of the Oversight Committee to the Trust. 

9. G&M has already filed an adversary proceeding to determine the validity, priority, 

and extent of the attorneys’ lien it possesses under Delaware law regarding the contingency fee it 
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is owed in this matter, with the proper procedural safeguards dictated by Rule 7001 of the Federal 

Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure (the “Bankruptcy Rules”). 

10. In addition to the pending adversary proceeding, G&M expressly reserves its rights 

against all of the Trust’s professionals herein, including, without limitation, under Bankruptcy 

Rule 9011 regarding the statements listed above, as well as any statutory and common law causes 

of action for the Trust’s professionals attempts to use the Trust and this Court to interfere with 

G&M’s rights to payment of sums to which G&M is entitled. 

Dated:  October 28, 2021 
Wilmington, Delaware 

Respectfully submitted, 
 

GOLDSTEIN & MCCLINTOCK LLLP  
 

/s/ Maria Aprile Sawczuk   
Maria Aprile Sawczuk, Esq. (No. 3320) 
501 Silverside Road, Suite 65 
Wilmington, DE 19809 
Telephone: (302) 444-6710 
marias@goldmclaw.com 

-- and--   

Harley J. Goldstein, Esq. (admitted pro hac vice) 
111 W. Washington Street, Suite 1221 
Chicago, IL 60602 
Telephone: (312) 219-6731 
Facsimile: (312) 277-2301 
harleyg@goldmclaw.com 
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